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1. Introduction

There is no question that the many body Schrödinger

equation is one of the most fundamental equations in modern

physics. It is widely believed that most phenomena in

chemistry, solid state, statistical and atomic physics can

be in principle derived from it. So we should not be

surprised that a lot of effort has been devoted to

obtaining rigorous results on this subject. These results

fall into two broad categories: those concerning bound

states and the scattering theory, which involves the

continuous part of the spectrum.

The many body scattering theory is quite a difficult

subject but in the energy range below the lowest 3-cluster

threshold it becomes much easier. Only 2-cluster scattering

is possible in this energy range, which makes it possible

to use effectively 2-body techniques. This paper is chiefly

devoted to proving various results on scattering in this

energy range by time—independent methods.

we think that the best introduction to the subject

will be a brief survey of the 2-body scattering theory by

the time independent method. we will follow closely [RSS].

In the 2—body case the Schrödinger Hamiltonian after

separation of center of motion variables has the form

H = —&f2p + U = H0 + U

where typically Uäxb goes to zero as lx] goes to infinity.

1
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In the time independent approach the most important

intermediate step is a study of the resolvent

R·:z> = cz-:-i>"
as z approaches the continuous spectrum of if, which is

located on the positive real semiaxis. This can be achieved

by using the following equation:

Equation 1.1.

RC2)

= RÜ<z>|UI1j2(1-<U>1/2RÜ<z>|UI1/2)_1<U>1j2RÜ<z> +eÜ<z>
where Rüfz) = fz-H0)-1.

The importance of this equation stems from the fact

that the right hand side is expressed by the free resolvent

whose properties are relatively easy to study. In

particular, if we assume the potential to fall off

exponentially then we can prove that <U}1f2RÜ<z)|U|1!2 can

be continued analytically across the positive real semiaxis

onto the so—called nonphysical sheet of the complex plane.

If the dimension of the physical space is odd the point

zero turns out to be a branch point of the square root

type, if the dimension is even this branch point is

logarithmic. Moreover, using the fact that U decays in all

directions we can prove that <U>1f2RÜ<z>|U|1f2 is compact

and goes to zero for large negative z. This enables us to

use the analytic Fredholm theorem, which implies that
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(1—(l·.«'}1”/2RÜ•ÄZ)|\}|ij?}-1 can i;-e comanued niercniarpnacaiiy
across the positive real semiaxis. The above argument is

the most essential part of the proof of the following

proposition.

Proposition 1.2. Define p to be the operator of

multiplication by exp£—b|x|>. Suppose that Up Q Lm. Then

pR<z>p can be continued meromorphically across the positive

real semiaxis. If the dimension is odd then pR<z>p has a

branch point of the square root type at zero, and if the

dimension is even then this branch point is logarithmic.

A very similar line of argument will prove the next

proposition.

Proposition 1.3. Define 7 to be the operator of

multiplication by <1+|x|2>_ö/E where 6>1!2. Suppose that
U7_2

6 Lw. Then 7R<z>7 can be extended continuously up to

the positive real semiaxis except for a closed set E of

measure zero.

Both the above results can be improved to accomodate

some singularities cü the potential Ciri fact, assumption

3.1 will work in the case of proposition 1.2 and assumption

6.1 in the case of proposition 1.3). Moreover, by a certain

more sophisticated argument due to 3. Agmon (see [A] and

[RS4]? one can show that the set E is discrete and equal to
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the set iwf bound states cw l4. Incidentally, this implies

the absence of the singular continuous spectrum.

The above propositions have important physical

consequences. Before stating_ them let us recall basic

definitions from the 2—body scattering theory. First ape

define the wave operators:
wi = s-lim exp(—iHt>exp€iHÜt>.

t+im
In the time independent theory another definition is also

used, which for practical purposes is equivalent to the

previous one:
wi = w-lim 6/nfR(}+ie)RÜ(A—i6>dk.6+0* m

It is easy to show that for potentials that decay like
r-1_€

these wave operators exist.

änother important object is the scattering matrix

defined as

6 = u**u’.
Cine can compute the kernel of the matrix T = B - 1 in

momentum space. This kernel is equal to

where

and ¢€k>€x)
= exp<ikx). Now we can easily see that

propositions 1.2 and 1.3 imply the following properties of

the scattering amplitudes.

Proposition 1.4. Buppose that Up E L°°. Fix twc· unit
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vectors: $1 and $2. Then can be
extended to a function meromorphic in a neighborhood of the

positive real semiaxis. If the dimension is odd then the

point zero is its branch point of the square root type, and

if the dimension is even then zero is its logarithmic

branch point.

Proposition 1.5. Suppose that Uv-? { Lw. Then t<k1,k2)

exists for all ·il·£1>2/2p = ~Ik2)2./Ep = A { |R+ — [E as a
kernel of an operator on the space of square—integrable

functions on a sphere.

It is easy to show that the ranges of the wave

operators are contained in the subspace that belongs to the

absolutely continuous part of the spectrum of H. If their

ranges are equal to this subspace then we say that the wave

operators are asymptotically complete. Under the same

assumptions on the potential as in proposition 1.3 and by

very similar methods one can prove the asymptotic

completeness of the 2-body scattering. As an extra bonus

one obtains a theorem on a generalized eigenfunction

expansion for the energies outside of E.

we should mention here that there exists yet another

quite successful approach to proving the asymptotic

completeness in the 2—body case. It is due to U. Enss and

uses time dependent ideas and anologies taken from

classical mechanics (see [En2], (RS3] and [PJ). As a
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byproduct of this method one can also show the absence of

the singular continuous spectrum, but one obtains much less

information on the existence of the scattering amplitudes.

In our dissertation we reproduce almost all the

results of the 2-body scattering theory in the setting of

many body scattering theory for energies below the lowest

3—cluster threshold. The main tool in our approach is

equation 3.3, which Ha a close analogue of equation 1.1

suited to the study of the many body resolvent below the

lowest 3-cluster threshold. It is closely related to the

weinberg-Uan winter equation {see [U], Ew] and [334]) and

to equations used to prove asymptotic completeness for 3-

and 4-body systems by stationary methods (see [F], [GM] and

[Hall). Seemingly involved expressions containing the

resolvents of cluster Hamiltonians that are characteristic

of equation 3.3 turn out to be relatively easy to manage by

use of some algebraic identities which we prove in chapter

4.

Probably the most interesting result of our paper is

the proof that threshold singularities of scattering

amplitudes below the lowest 3-cluster threshold are of the

square root type. Chapters 3, 4 and 5 are chiefly devoted

to this proof. we assume there that the 2—body potentials
V

fall off exponentially, which is the same assumption that

appears H1 an analoguous context in the 2-body case. In

fact, U1 our method um· express the lv-body resolvent in

terms of essen t i al l y 2-body obj ec ts whose anal yt i c
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properties we understand better. we prove that many body

scattering amplitudes can also be meromorphically continued

across the real axis onto the non—physical sheet. Our proof

is valid only for the energy range below the lowest

3—cluster threshold except for the thresholds where square

root or logarithmic singularities may occur. By a square

root singularity we mean that the function can be locally

continued analytically onto the Riemann surface of the

square root function; in fact, we prove that for odd

dimensions the scattering amplitude can be locally

expressed as t<z> = näEan(z—w>nf2 where m is some unknown
integer. Our method can handle potentials with

singularities characteristic of the form boundedness

condition; we explain it in chapter 5.

It should be noted that results similar to ours have

been obtained by E. Balslev in [B2]. They are resticted to

the case of N=3 whereas we can handle an arbitrary finite

number of particles.

Various authors have studied analytic properties of

2—cluster—2—cluster amplitudes before. This was done by E.

Balslev in [B1] and [B2], G. Hagedorn in [Ha2J, M. Hunziker

and I. Sigal in IHS] and I. Sigal in [5ig4J. Their methods

though, with the excepthmn of [B2], went in a different

direction. They assumed both the dilation analyticity and

an exponential decay of the potentials and did not obtain

the information on threshold singularities that we have. On

the other hand, the dilation analyticity assumption allowed
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them to study the scattering amplitude for the whole energy

range. They proved that if the potentials both decay

exponentially and are dilation analytic then the

2—cluster—2-cluster scattering amplitudes can be continued

meromorphically in a neighborhood of the real axis

everywhere except for the thresholds (see [Hal], [H3] and

I3ig4]>. In chapter ? we Join their methods with our

technique based on equation 3.3 to obtain information on

threshold singularities above the lowest 3—cluster

threshold. we also assume the potentials to decay

exponentially and to be dilation analytic. we prove that

2—cluster—2—cluster amplitudes can be meromorphically

continued around two cluster thresholds that do not

coincide with more—than-2-cluster thresholds onto the

Riemann surface of the square root for an odd dimension and

of the logarithm for an even dimension. Chapter ? is the

only place in our dissertation where we deal with energies

above the lowest 3—cluster threshold. we have included it

here because it is a nice application of equation 3.3.

we should mention also that there are some interesting

though less complete results on analytic properties of

other kinds of many body scattering amplitudes - see [B1],

[32], [3ig2], [3ig3I, I3ig4] and [H3].

räsymptotic completeness has been regarded as one of

the more difficult problems in the theory of the many body

Schrödinger equation and its solution has been found only

very recently {see [3ig3of]>. But if we restrict our
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attention to the energies below the lowest S—cluster

threshold it becomes much easier. Q proof of the asymptotic

completeness in this energy range was found already by J.

M. Combes in [C] and B. Simon in ISim1J and [Sim2J for some

restricted classes of potentials. Q proof of this fact for

potentials that decay like r-1-E was given by U. Enss (see

(En1J and [PJ}. In chapter 6 we give an alternative proof

of the asymptotic completeness below the lowest 3—cluster

threshold for potentials that decay like
r_1_€.

Enss used

the time—dependent method whereas our approach is

time-independent. Qs a byproduct of our approach we obtain

a theorem on a generalized eigenfunction expansion for all

energies in the studied range except for a closed set E of

measure zero. This result to our knowledge cannot be

obtained by the Enss method. Un the other hand Enss proves

the absence of singular continuous spectrum below the

lowest 3—cluster threshold - a result that we could not

obtain. (we were not able to reproduce in our setting

Qgmon’s argument that relates the exceptional set E to the

set of eigenvalues, see (Q] and [RS4]>. The

time-independent technique in the many body scattering that

we apply has been used and developed by l.. D. Faddeev

(EFI), J. Ginibre and M. Moulin <[GM]D, J. S. Howland

<[HoI>, I. Sigal (£Sig1J) and G. Hagedorn <[Ha1J>.

Qnother result that we obtain is the existence and the

continuity of scattering amplitudes below the lowest

3—cluster threshold outside of a closed set E of measure
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zero for potentials that decay like r_1-E. we should

mention here that a very similar result can be obtained by

using the so-called commutator- methods due to E. Mourre

(EMI) and P. Perry, I. Sigal and S. Simon (EFSSI). But to

be able to apply these techniques one has to impose on the

potentials an additional assumption, tor instance

U = U1 + U2 + U3 with xgvvz, x2?U3 6 where
u=dß2 for d>4, u>2 tor d=4 and u=2 for d=1, 2, 3, which

narrows the class of potentials significantly. Un the other

hand, unlike our method, the commutator technique gives

in¥ormation about boundary values of the resolvent above

the lowest S—cluster threshold and relates the exceptional

set E to the set of bound states and thresholds.



2. Notation.

we study a many body Schrödinger operator acting on

L2cm°“> defined byA „ N „ N
= — ·‘“~./2..'..H$:1-i. mi AJ)

i<J

Al

i=1
where xi is a d—dimensional vector pointing at the position

of the i—th particle with mass mi and Ei is the Laplacian

in xi.
Throughout the paper we will assume the potentials to

be form bounded with respect to the free Hamiltonian with

an arbitrarily small bound, which implies that the

Hamiltonian is sel¥—adJoint (see ERSEJ).

Now we have to introduce some concepts that belong to

the standard folklore of many body Schrödinger operators.

They are discussed in more detail in numerous papers on the

scattering theory, notably in [Hai], [Sigi] and [RSS].

First um remove the center—o¥—mass motion ho obtain

the Hamiltonian
N-1 N

= — /2. T ..(_. .—_;.‘ = JH pi xi >J) HU +*
i<J

where äi is the Laplacian corresponding to the i—th

coordinate in some system o¥ Jacobi coordinates and pi is

the corresponding reduced mass for i=1,...N—1. This
o

Hamiltonian acts on L‘CX) where K denotes the space

ll
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. . d(N-1) _ . _ _ _ . . .isomorphic to R that describes the relative motion 0+

N particles.

we let RC2) = (z—H)_1 and RÜ(z) = (z—HÜ)_1.
A cluster decomposition is a partition of the set

{1,2,...N} into nonempty disjoint subsets called clusters.

A cluster decomposition will be denoted by capital letters

such as D, B. A subscript on a cluster decomposition

denotes the number of clusters in a given partition. DECDJ

means that Di refines„ DJ, i.e., the clusters of [N are

obtained by further partitioning the clusters of DJ. Note

that DiCDJ implies i;j and that for any D_ we have DiCDi. A
i

cluster decomposition with N—1 clusters may be also called

a pair and denoted by a Greek letter such as 6 or by (ij).

For each cluster decomposition we define
N—1 N-1

H = — E Ai/Ep, + Z Ui- = - E Ai/2p, + U
D i=1 (i,j)CD J i=1 D

R (2) = (z—H
)_1.

D D
The Hmniltonian obtained from l+ by separating theDs

. D5
cluster center of motion variables will be denoted by H .

This separation results H1 a decomposition of the space
J)
FßL‘(X)into L‘(X )®L*(X ) where X is isomorphic toDa

and >< is isomorphic to Here the -firstDa
. Di .variables, denoted by x , stand for intracluster degrees
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of freedom and the latter, denoted by x , for interclusterDi

degrees of freedom. If we represent the original Hilbert

space as the above tensor product we can write our cluster

Hamiltonian as:Di
H = H @1 + 1@T

D- D.1 1

where T is the Kinetic energy of the c.m. motion of theDi
clusters.

Di _
Eigenvalues of H for 1<i<N are called i—cluster

thresholds. The point zero is the only N-cluster threshold.

we denote the lowest i—cluster threshold for i>2 by e. The

set of 2-cluster thresholds will be denoted by Q. wi will

mean the lowest 2—cluster threshold, which is at the same

time the bottom 11F the continuous spectrum. Elements of
D. D.

L2<X '> that are the eigenvectors of H ' we denote by ¢ü

and call channels. we sometimes denote the threshold

corresponding to the channel ¢ü by wh, the corresponding

reduced mass of intercluster motion by pm and the

corresponding cluster decomposition by Dämb. vN(A> will

denote The generalized eigenvector of

H corresponding to the channel ¢¤ with the intercluster
Dfub —

momentum K we denote by QN<K>, explicitly

D(«>
Q <K><x)=¢ (x )exp<iKx >.M K Dim)

we define also

T = wi + T = w - ü ßip .
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The scattering mnplitude for the erß scattering at

energy E is given by the formula

+ lim +ä¢¤(K1),(U—U )R(l+i6)(U—U )® (K„))
6-+0 D<m) Dip) D ‘

where Tqéuäkl) = Aéuikl), Tß¢B<k2) = Aoßékz) and C.)
denotes the scalar product. (See [N1; for a rigorous

derivation of this formula see EHSJ).
° we denote by PE the orthogonal projection onto theD2

D2
part of spectrum of H with energies below 6-6. we need to

use the family of projections P; instead of the projection
2

PE because of a possible occurence of the Efimov effect.
2

If this effect occurs in a more—than—3—particle system then

there may exist infinitely many 2—cluster thresholds below

6 (see [Ef], [Y] and [DSJ).

|x| means some fixed Euclidean norm of the vector x.
ci D=D ¤The symbols p , p and po will denote the operators of

. . . 2 1—-*2 D2 1)/2multiplication by exp<—b<|x| +1) ’ ), exp<—b(Ix I +1) ‘ )

. 2 1/2and exp<—btIx I +1) ) resp.
D



3. Main Re;ult;.

In chapter; 3, 4 and 5 we will require the potential;

to decay exponentially, which i; expre;;ed in the following

a;;umption.

A;;umpion 3.1. we a;;ume that for any i and J,

bounce-d on
for ;ome c>0. In other word;, we a;;ume the

operator of multiplication by UiJ<xiJ)exp<2c<|xiJ|2+1>1/2)

to be form compact with re;pect to the Laplacian.

The main re;ult of our paper i; contained in the

following two theorem;.

Theorem 3.2. For any b>·0 pbR•1z>pb can be continued

meromorphically acros; the real line below Q out;ide of Q.

If w 6 Q, w<Q and the dimen;ion i; odd then pbR<z)pb can be

continued meromorphically onto a neighborhood of w on the

Riemann ;urface of (2-w>1/2. If the dimen;ion i; even then

the ;ame i; true with log<z—w> replacing (2-w)1/2.

Theorem 3.3. Fix two unit vector; el and $2. Fix two
channel; ¢« and Then the scattering amplitude

t“5[<2p“<z—w“)>1/ze,,<2pB<z-wB))1f2$2Jr can be continued
meromorphically in z acro;; the real line below Q out;ide

15
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of Q. If ca E Q, ¢.o<e„ and the dimension ls odd then the

scattering amplitude can be continued meromorphically onto

a neighborhood of m on the Riemann surface of (2-w>1/2. If

the dimension is even then the same is true with log<z-mb

replacing (2-w)1/2. This means that at each 2—cluster

threshold that lies- below the lowest at least 3—cluster

threshold the scattering amplitude has at worst a square

root branch point singularity for odd dimensions and a

logarithmic singularity for even dimensions.

Most cw our paper unll be devoted to proving these

results. Throughout this chapter though we will not give

full proofs. we will assume in this chapter that
UiJ<piJ’C)_1 6 Lw. The case of singular potentials will be

studied H1 chapter 5. lüoreover, we defer some technical

lemmas to chapter 4.

Lemma 3.4. we can find a>0 such that

<pD2’a>°‘e€ <pD2’a>°1 es baunaed.D2
Proof. By the HUE theorem, the part of the spectrum of

HD2
associated with the range of P; ls pure point and lies

2

at least -a distance e belmv the bottmn of the continuous

spectrum. It is well known (see [RS4} theorems XIII.3? and

40) that the eigenvectors with such energies belong to the
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D6

domain of the multiplication by exp<a1x L1) for some a>ü Ca

may depend on 6). QED.

. . . Dzva
From now on we will usually omit a in p and we

will assume that it has a value determined for a given 6 by

the above lemma. we will also usually omit z in RC2) and

R (2) and 6 in PE .D D2

Lemma 3.5. Let ¢u be a 2—cluster channel, mu the

corresponding threshold and 6¢D(u>. Then we can find b>0

such that for any unit vector 3, the function

Z-+v6<p°>"6“:<2p«<6ü-z>>*/281
defined for real z greater than wu can be continued

analytically onto a neighborhood of the real line outside

of wu. It can also be continued onto a neighborhood of wu
~onthe Riemann surface of (2-mü) .

Proof. we easily see that ¢m and Un with 6¢D2ém> have

enough fall-off to make up for the growth of
- 1f/2^ Ü ""1exp[i(wu—z> ex 1 and (p > . QED.D2<u>

. . „ 1/2 1/2Lemma 3.6. a) If i}3 then (U ) R
’U

,| ,6 E, 6
i

' G x'P and P<pEiE2 Ei E2

are analytic on m — [6,m).
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e> cv >"2e (1-P ilv ,I"2 ae eheiytae ÜN6 6F2 F2
E · [§·€,m).

Proof. ed By the HUZ theorem the spectrmn of an at

least 3—cluster Hamiltonian belongs to [g,m>. b) is

similarly obvious. GEO.

Lemma 3.?. The following expressions can be continued

analytically onto a neighborhood of the real line outside

of the eigenvalues of H . If es is an eigenvalue of H
‘

then they can be continued onto a neighborhood of w on the

Riemann surface of Rz—w>1/2 for an odd d and of logRz—w>

for an even d.
F -e> P Rp 2>whereF2F2

F2 122 F2 -1 122b> p (U6) ‘ R P Rp ) ‘ where 6’¢F2, E2¢F2F2 F2
122 . F2 -1 122and cb (U6) ‘ P R P Rp >

‘UG,‘
where E„=F„, andF2 F2 F2 F F

6’¢F2.
Proof. The lemma follows easily from the proof lemma 1

of the Appendix to §XI.é of [RBB] which says the following:

pbRz+&)F1pb can be analytically continued across the

positive real axis onto the nonphysical sheet as long as

ImRz1/2>>-b. See also [KS]. QED.

Nmw we want to introduce our basic equation for the
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resolvent. If K>l and DKCD, we define

LD,,Dk

= Q R CU -U >R ...R CU -U >R .
... D D _ D D _ D D D DK K 1 K K 1 1+1 1 1+1 1

Now we can write

-x>N—1TIT" T"'**:2 2 2
m=1 K=2 1 1 2 m-1 m - mDN_1CD2nDN_1C...CD2 ßDN_1cDK

R U L U L ...L U L .0 1 1 1 2 2 2 m-1 m-1 m m mDN—1 DN—1’D2 DN-1 DN—1’D2 DN-1’D2 DN—1 DN—1’DK
The above formula was studied in section III of [Hal]

where the reader will find a more detailed derivation and

discussion of it. It is closely related to the weinberg—Uan

winter equation (see lemma 4.2 and $<II5 iwf [RS4]?. The

formula is valid for z sufficiently large and negative, for

which 2 the series converges.

ä sequence DKCDN_2C...CD] will be called a string.
Now we transform our expression for R in the

following away: for i>1 each 1J E that appears twtween
D

N—1

R -_1 and R • we replace with
2 N—1
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D2 DN-1 DM-1
o"‘ _ . oL" .+ P 2 i *1/2 X P 2 (UiD2DN—1 DN—1

where both "'" and "x" denote multiplication. we expand all

the square brackets. Each summand of our series we factor

by "cutting" it in the following places:

- at each "x",

- at each "'" that "belongs" to U i unless there is "x"
D
N-1

atN—1

Our aim is to convert the series into some inatrix
formula. we introduce a square matrix M<z>, a row vector

A<z>, a column vector B<z> and a scalar C<z) with entries

frmn B<L2(X)> and Muth indices of the form <D2,EN_1> or
(EN_1).

M = >>(Da,EN_1)(F2,GN_1) —..

-'i
_/

p ‘<v <1—P >EN—1 EN—1·E2 E2
F

- *7X v L P cp 2> llv l‘“‘
Fm—1 Fm—1·F2 F2 GN—1
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·T• Dp P LpE E P P. 6M—1 M-1· 2 2 M-1DELEN-1CF2$GN—1

M LL.EN—1CE2$FN-ICFZEUN-1
PL1-P >u L P Lp 2> "w_ ‘1*‘

EN—1 EN-1’E2 E2 FN·1 FN—1’F2 E2 bN—1

M
(D2,EN_1)(GN_1)

q:— D= p L1-P >iv "’2
AE- EN—1 EM—1·E2 E2 GN-1D2$EN_1CE2DGN_1

M <EN_1><6N_1>

= \> <v (1-P >|u |"E
2... E E E E 62 2 M-1 M-1· 2 2 M—1

E2 -1 122Row L <1-P >v L P Lp > lw_ iEM-1 EM-1·E2 E2 EM-1 FN—1’F2 E2

F+ X POD L P Lp 2>'1‘w iljz
é.. P P ,P„ P2 6N_1F CFnmG M-1 M-1 2M-1 2 M-1
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ÜA =} Rüv 1. <1—1=> >Iv IV?
E- CEQÜEN EN-1 EN-1*E2 E2 GN-1

N-1 2 -1

N-1
B(D

E _ ) —- —-— E__ E _ E.2* N 1 i=2 D2bEN_1CEi N 1 N 1* 1

N-1
B = ,> I; Cv )1"?2L

‘E1¤1—1’ *%:2 CE EN-1 EN—1*Ei
N-1 i

N-1
C = RU RÜUD LD D-_ N-1 N—1’ i1-2 DN_1CDi

Using geometric series to resum the expression for R

we obtain:

Equation 3.9.
1RC2) = AC:)-—————9C2) + CC2).

1—MCz)

The above formuia strongiy resembies the one used by
G. Hagedorn in [Hal] to prove asymptotic compieteness for

the case of 3 and 4 bodies.

Proof of Theorem 3.2. Fix e>0. First we prove that for
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any b>U Méz), pbA<z), Bfzbpb and pbüfzbpb can be continued

analytically across the real line below 6-6 outside of Q

and if m 6 Q and w<g-6 then they can be continued

analytically onto a neighborhood of w on the Riemann

surface of fz-w)1f2 or (z—w)1f2 (depending on the

dimension). A direct application of lemma 3.6 proves this

fact for the following terms: M ,
<D2,EN_1)<GN_1)

M and pbA . All of the remaining terms(EN_1)<3N_1) (GN_1)

contain R P and have a complicated structure involvingD2 D2

one or two strings. To prove their analyticity we have to

apply also Lemma 3.7. But before this we have to do some

algebraic manipulations on such expressions. These

manipulations involve a repeated use of the resolvent

identity and some combinatorics —\proofs are given in the

next chapter. In a standard way — by studying the

Hilbert-Schmidt norm - we show that PK:) Vs compact and

goes to zero for large negative z. By the analytic Fredholm

theorem {;ä?;$ is meromorphic on the domain of analyticity

of M<z). Thus by equation 3.3 and by the fact that we can

take 6 arbitrarily small, we see that pR<z)p has the

desired analytic properties. QED.

Proof of Theorem 3.3. we apply theorem 3.2, lemma 3.5

and the definition of tmß. QED.



4. One- and Two—5tring Expressions.

we begin with an essentially combinatoric lemma.

Lemma 4.1. a) Fix DK and DJ. Then

/; (U —U ) = U -U .—-— D D D- Dr K—1 K 4 KDk-Dk_1CDJ

b) Fix Da, b and c. Then for some numbers A<a,b,c> we
have
f

> CU —U > = A<a,b,c)(U—U >.L.. Db Da DaDaCDbCDC

Proof. a> If GCDK or 6¢DJ then U6 does not belong to
U —U . Assume it is not the case. Then 6 belongs to

D _ DK 1 K

exactly one DK_1 such that DkCDk_1CDJ.
b>If 6CD_ then U —U does not contain U . Let 6¢D .

b a
The number of Db’s such that DaCDb and 6CDb is equal to the
number of partitions of an a-1-element set into b nonempty

subsets. The number of DC—s such that DDCDC is equal to the
number of partitions of a b—element set into c nonempty

subsets. A<a,b,c> equals the product of both these numbers.

DED.

The terms in pbä, M, Bpb and pbßpb that we study fall

into two categories: in the first one there are only

products involving one long string, in the second one there

24
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are sums of products inuolving two strings. First we study

a typical expression involving one string.

Lemma 4.2. Fix DK and Dk_m. Then

L =
\‘ C(k,J,k—m>R

{" •Dk„DJCDk_m
where C() are some numerical coefficients.

Proof. we prove our lemma by induction on m. For m=D

the lemma is obuious. Assume it to be true for some m.

L =
X}

R (U —U >L°¤·°¤—m-1 §—;D CD Dx Dx—1 Dx Dk·1’Dk—m-1k* k-1 K-m—1

= ; C<k-1 J K—m-1>R (U -U >R4;. ’ ’ 0k 0k_1 DK 0.DKCDK-1CDJCD¤—m-1 J

= ; C(k—1,J,k-m-1>R (U —U >R—.„ D D- D D-k J K J

= ) C(K—1,J,k-m-1><R —R >L.. DJ DVD¤§DJCD¤—m—1 ”
we used in the following order: the induction step, lemma

4.1 a) and the resoluent identity. GEO.

Consequence 4.3. Let e>0. Then for any b>0 the first

term in M , the first term in
(D2,EN_1)CF2,GN_1)
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pbé , Bpb and pbüpb can be continued analytically
<F2,GN_1>

across the real line below a—e outside of Q. Moreover, if w

6 Q and w<g-6 then they can be continued analytically onto

a neighborhood of w on the Riemann surface of L2-mbl/2 for

an odd d and of logLz—w> for an even d.

Now we look closer at two—string expressions. Cluster
3

decompostions that belong to the left hand side string will

be denoted by Bi and those that belong to the right hand

side string — by Di. we break up our study into a series of

lemmas.

Lemma 4.4. Fix Bm and D2. Then

ä L B (UB —UB >R = E QÜUGRD + Y + ZR
B . D *-i-‘ 4- Demcegcez "" 3 3 3 3 ¤¢¤2 3 3

where DG and Y are sums of R ’s with J greater than 2 andDJ
Z is some number.

Proof. Consider the expression on the left hand side

in the lemma. By lemma 4.2 it is equal to

) C<m,J,3>R LU —U >R .
L.. B- B B DJ 2 3 2BmCBJCB3CB2

By lemma 4.1 b> it can be rewritten as
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x} C(m,J,3)A(J,3,2)R (U-U )R .L_. Bj BJ D2BmCBJ

Now: R (U-U >R = R (U-U >R + R — R . DED.BJ BJ D2 BJ D2 D2 D2 BJ

Lemma 4.5. Fix BN_1 and D2. Then

I} vl/2 L cu -u >R
... B B B B B DN-1 N-1* 3 2 3 2

c c6 6 D
6¢D2 2

where C6’s and C are sums of products of U’s, U1/2’s and

R ’s with l greater than 2.D1
Proof. ässume first that BN_1CD2. The expression can

be rewritten as

N—2

/ /
m=2 BN_1CBm+1CBmCB3LB2

Bm+1CD2; Bm¢D2
L (U -U )L (U —U )R .

BN—1’Bm+1 Sm Bm+1 Bm·B2 B2 Be D2
Now we apply lemma 4.4 and notice that U —U consists

Bm Bm+1

of U6’s with 6¢D2.
Now let B _ ¢D„. Then we can apply lemma 4.4

N1 L

immediately. DED.
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Lemma 4.6. Fix BN_1 and D2. Then
'‘ I.
2} Ulfz L (1—P JU L—- B _ B _ B Ba D _ D _N 1 N 1* 2 L N 1 N 1* L

1/2 \= Ü U R + Y + » Z P R. 3 3 02 L. 3., 52 n,,

where Q6’s, Y and Z ’s are sums of products of U’s,
B2

U1/2’s, (1-PB JRB ’s and R ’s with J greater than 2.
2 2 DJ

Proof. First we apply lemma 4.2 to L . we get a
DN—1’D2

sum that includes only terms R with J greater than 2 and
D.J

R . The former we will include in Y, what is left has the
D 2

form

‘ä D1/3 C(N—1,2,2JL <u —u >B _ B _ B B. BN 1 J N 1’ 3 3 3
x R (1-P JU R32 32 DN—1 D2

gl/,12 rj ‘(UB —UB J
BN_1CBQCB2$D2 N—1 N—1’ 3 2 3

F

x R — P R - (1-P JR + <1·P JR > UGR .D2 B2 D2 B2 B2 B2 BQL- D2
B2D6¢D2 ·

After expanding the square bracket we can include the third
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term in ‘f and the fourth one in GG. The second one will
constitute Z. Up to a constant we are left with

>> ~„„·"’”2i. <v —v PR .
... B _ B _ ,BQ Ba Bq DN 1 N 1 a 2 c 2

The above expression is taken care of by lemma 4.5. QED.

Consequence 4.7. Let 6>0. Then for any b>U the second

term H1 pbä can be continued analytically across
(F ,G _ >2 N 1

the real line below g-: outside of Q. Moreover, if o 6 Q

and w<g—c then they can be continued analytically onto a

neighborhood of w on the Riemann surface of (z—w>1/2 for an

odd d and of iog<z—w> for an even d.



5. Singular Potentials.

This chapter shows how to modify the proofs of

theorems 3.2 and 3.3 if the potentials are singular and

satisfy only assumption 3.1. First we introduce the so
A

called Sobolev spaces where AP is
the k-dimensional Laplacian. we will often write Mm instead
of Mm<RkJ if it does not lead to confusion.

Lemma. 5.1. Suppose the potentials are fomn bounded

with respect to the Laplacian with a zero bound. Let ¢ be
D

an eigenvector of H with the energy below the continuous
D,a _1 D

spectrum. Then for some a>0 we have (p ¢> 6 H1(X J.

Proof. It is well known that for some a>0 we have
D,a _1 2Cp J ¢ 6 L (see [RS4]J. we will drop all the reference

to D iri our computations. we denote
<paJ_1

by exp<F> and

exp<FJ¢ by ¢F. we easily compute the following formula (see

EFHJJ:

we apply it to our Hamiltonian.
( 1* 1* ‘

2\¢*i=="‘¢‘i=) = lH**‘i=·‘*‘i=) * U‘i=·H‘*‘i=}

30
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Since <?F>2 = <a?|x|>2 =a2 is bounded we can see that ¢

belongs to M1. GED.

Lemma 5.2. For any b>0 pb<z+&)_1pb can be extended to

an analytic function on the part of the Riemann surface of

the square root defined by Im<z1/2)}-b, with values in

bounded operators from M_1 to H1.
Proof. First we see that

(—ß+1>pb(z+&)—1pb

By mimmicking the proof of lemma 1 of the appendix to

§XI.é of [RS31 we show that the above expression extends to

an analytic family of bounded operators from L2 to L2 on

the desired complex domain. This means that pb€z+&>_1pb is

analytic on the same domain as a function with values in

bounded operators from L2 to M2 and, by an analoguous

argument, as a function with values in bounded operators

from M_2 to L2. Now we apply interpolation. GEO.

Equipped with these two lemmas, we can easily modify

the proofs from chapter 3 to include the singular

potentials. For instance, to prove lemma 3.7 a) we write

PF2
2
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DP R p D]
° F2 F2 F2 F2 F2 F2

_ F a _ ,X [cp I°> IP<pF2F2
= QY<z>2
Now for some a,D>0 the term Z maps L2 into M_1, Y<z> maps
M_1 into M1 and has the desired anaiytic properties and G
maps M1 into L2, which proves lemma 3.? a).



6. ésymptotic Completeness and Existence 0+ Scattering

Amplitudes.

In this chapter instead 0+ being interested in an

analytic continuation 0+ the resolvent onto the nonphysical

sheet we are studying here Just its continuous limit up to

the real axis. That allows. us to iueaken assumptions on

potentials, which instead 0+ decaying exponentially have to

decay only as
r-1_€.

The main link 0+ this chapter with the

preceding ones is theorem 6.4, which makes an extensive use

0+ methods developed there. It deals with continuing the

resolvent up to the real axis. Related properties 0+ the

resolvent 0+ the Schrödinger equation were sometimes called

a "limiting absorbtion principle" or a "limiting similarity

principle" and were studied in the context 0+ the

scattering theory or 0+ the absolute continuity 0+ the

spectrum (see +0r instance in Iäl, [Hal], [H0], (Sigi] and

ISig5]). By using standard methods 0+ the stationary

scattering theory and theorem 6.4 we are able to obtain

various kinds 0+ in+0rmation about the scattering below the

lowest 3—cluster threshold, such as the existence 0+ a

generalized eigen+unction expansion (theorem 6.6),

asymptotic completeness (theorem 6.7) and the existence and

the continuity 0+ the scattering amplitude outside an

exceptional set (theorem 6.3).

we need some additional de+initi0ns. 1+ ¢m is a

33
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channel then um define the Hnbedding „%c of L2dX ) inDdu)

L2dX) by the following formula:

Jmdf) = f®¢m.
Then we define the channel wave operators:

Nut = s—lim expd-iHt)expdiH t)J“. »
t+iw Ddu)

Eu<B) will denote the spectral projection of Tu
corresponding to a measurable set B C R. EaCdB) will denote
the spectral projection onto the absolutely continuous part

of the spectrum of H belonging to B.

Throughout this chapter 6 will be a fixed number

greater than 1/2. Let 7, 70 and
70

be multiplication

D

[1+IXD|2]-d1/Z)6 PeEp_
we need some formalism enabling us to restrict Fourier

transforms to d—1-spheres. Let OdRd) denote the space of

Schwartz functions on Rd. For v)0 we define

«<v>:o<md>+L2<sd",¤$> by where
S belongs to the unit sphere

Sd_1,
f is the Fourier

transform of f, and dä is the invariant surface measure on

Sd—1CRd. If Rd in the above definition is equal to XD for

some 2—cluster decomposition I) then such .a ndv) vnll be

denoted by n dv).
D

mm’n dehetee the space <1+|x|2>'"/2<1—a>“m“2L2.
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A . , 1/2. 6 -1 .ssumption ·6.1. |bG| tv > is bounded from l41 to
L2 (I lf2 . 2. n other words |UG| is bounded from H1 Ä to L D.

9

Proposition 6.2. Suppose ö>1/2. Then ¤<v> extends to a

bounded mapping of H0 6<Rd> into L2CSd-1,de>. Moreover
9

v+n(v> is norm Holder continuous.

Proof. See [GM]. QED.

we note also that if f 6 L2 then nüvbf makes sense for

almost all v as an L2<Sd—1,de>-valued measurable function.

Lemma 6.3. a) (A+i6+&d>-1 viewed as an operator from

M1 Äinto M_1 _ö can be written as a weak Riemann integral
9 9

Idv<1+16-v2>"«<v>*«<v>.
Besides if A is not equal 0 and 6+0+ then <A+i6+&d>_1 has a

weak limit as an operator from M1 6 into M1 Ä.
9 9'·

Proof. By the spectral theorem and properties of the

Fourier transformation this representation is obvious as a

map from O into C•’. 0nce we know this the first result

follows by the density argument and proposition 6.2. Now

let f,g ei H1 6. Let X oe the characteristic function of
9

some neighborhood of A.

<f,<A+i6-ß)-lg)
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+ ((1'Ö)—1f2¥,(1‘Ö)(}+l€'ß)-1(1'x(Ü))(1*ß)&1/2g)

ote that (1-A2 f and (1—&2 g belong to IHÜ 6. The
S

second term causes no problem. To show the existence of the

limit of the first term we study its integral

representation. In the neighborhood of v=}1/2 we use the

Hölder continuity of n(v2, which takes care of the

singularity. (See also [GM]2. QED.

Now we state the main technical theorem of this

chapter.

Theorem 6.4. Suppose that assumption 6.1 holds. Then

there exists a closed set |£C[co1,e,] of measure zero such

that

R(22

1/2 1/2
=

E
P R (22|UG| F (22(UG,2 ‘ R (22PD2 D2 D2,6,Dé,6’ Dé Dé

6¢D2o’¢Dé

< 1/2 -+ „ P R (22|v6| ‘ F (22
L- D2 Do D2,6,reg
6¢D2 “

+ E- F (z2(U¤,,21’/ZR <z>F· + F <z>
L.. P9Q,Üé,G/ Dé Dé reg,reg6’¢Dé

where F _ (22, F (22, F _ .(22 and
D2,6,Dé,o’ D2,6,reg reg,Dé,¤“

F (22 are analytic functions with values in bounded
reg,reg
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operators from L2(X> to L2<X> that can be extended

continuously up to <w1,g>—E.
l

Proof. The proof Vs basically· identical to that of

theorem 3.2. The most essential differences consist in
D,b V D

replacing p by 7 ; moreover, we should replace "a

function that can be continued analytically onto..." by "a

function continuous up to <w1,g>—Q". Instead of the

analytic Fredholm theorem we have to use its modification

from [RS3] chapter XI.6. By virtue of this theorem "a

function that can be continued ineromorphically onto..."

should be replaced by "a function continuous up to

<w1,g>—E". Besides, by using lemma 4.2 one can rewrite AC:)

so that all its singular terms begin with P R <z>|U {1/2.
02 02 "

Similar algebraic transformation we have to do on Céz) and

B<z>. QED.

The above theorem is an important step in proving

asymptotic completeness of wave operators; as it is well

known their existence can be shown much easier and in

greater generality.

Theorem 6.5. Let 6>Ü. Suppose that UG = Ugwc where
•.¤G·:1-.¤.>°‘·’”2 and wG<1—a.>"/2 ana ddundad and wc q
<1+|x°|)-EL? for d=1 and wc E

Ld_€
for d>1. Then all the

channel operators Nut exist.
Proof. Mimick the proof of the analoguous result from
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{RS3]. (See proofs of theorems XI.6, XI.16, XI.26, and

XI.34 of [RS3J>. QEO.

Now we state the main results of this chapter. Their

proofs will be given at the end of this chapter. The next

two theorems follow from theorem 6.4 by the standard
F techniques of the stationary scattering theory that can be

found in [Hal], (Ho] or [Sigi].

Theorem 6.6. Let U satisfy the assumption 6.1 and let

¢d be a 2—cluster channel. Denote also for convenience

S F (Z)(UG,)1/2R <z>P—-— 0„,6,0g,6’ Dé DéL a-

+ F (2) by Z (2).
02,6,reg Ü2,6

Then for A Q (w1,6>-E the limit

w-lim+ E « c1+s6>«6+0 0<u> 0<m),6

exists and for almost all A is equal to w (v“€A>>wä*7.0(u>

Theorem 6.7. Suppose assumption 6.1 holds. Let 6 be

the lowest at least 3—cluster threshold. Then
_ i xx—

E .

The following theorem may be regarded as an analogue

of theormn 3.3 in the case when the potentials fall off
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like
r_1_€.

Theorem 6.3. Let ¢“ and ¢u, be two—cluster channels.

Define the T-matrix for the m—m’ scattering by the

following formula (see [H3]>:

bw(vDfmb0<m) DC¤’> “ N '

+ w—lim ¢ w <v,(A))<U-U >6+0*(
“’

0<«> 9 0<a>

x R(A+i6><U-U)nD<m’>Dim') '

Suppose also that assumption 6.1 holds. Then for ä 6

(-6,6)-E, }+ Td«,(}> is a continuous function with values

in bounded operators from L2<3d_1,d$> into itself.

, It is convenient to introduce the so—called stationary

wave operators

and M; = M;<R>.
a A D<m>

Propositon 6.9. a) M;(A> is well defined.
b) If M i exists then M i = w—lim ME.u u i u

6+0

ch If w-lim Mä exists then M iE (A) =w—limi6 u u i u
6+0 6+0

Proof. 3ee [Hal], [Ho] or [Sigi]. 0ED.
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Lemma 6.10. If ¢“ is a. 2—cluster channel then the
6following operators map LTCXP continuously into M1’5<XD(ü)>

and their adjoints map into L2(X>:

Jufv > |UG| with and Jay log}
““

with D<«>¢E.
Proof. It follows from the decay properties of the

eigenfunctions. QED.

Lemma 6.11. If 6m is a channel and }¢w“ then

considered as a map from M1 ö(X > to M_1 _Ä<X >’ D(m> ’ ‘ Dim}
converges weakly to

ß1 (vm(l>>*1 <v“(})> K
Dfm) D<u) v (Ä)u

as 6+0+. The convergence is uniform on compacts not

containing wu.

Proof. we drop m from the expressions below. we can

write our expression as

(v).
D D

we change the variables in this expression and obtain
... •

- P-(1) 11 (vb--.D D v
. . -1 2,a _ 2 2 -1Now rf we notice that 6<1> (E-v „„p w) +6 behaves

like an approximate delta function we easily complete the

proof of the lemma. QED.
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Lemma 6.12. If assumption 6.1 holds and A 6 (6,;)-E

then R(A+ie) has a limit as c+D+ as a map from M1 ö(X) to
!

Proof. Using theorem 6.4 we writeA
„ _ Ä *·„_ -1 IX2

6’¢D2(u’)

X FD2(6),6,D2(6’),6’
+ other terms.
Now we note that J „ maps H (X) into H (X ),

(2-Tu,)-1 has a limit between M1 6(X ) and’ D(¤’)

m_ _ <x >, <v ,>"2J , maps it into L2, etc. The other1, 6 6 6

terms are handled in a similar fashion. DED.

Lemma 6.13. Assume all the hypotheses of theorem 6.6

and write D, gg, w and v(A) instead of D(6>, pa, wu and

v¤(A). Then if B is an compact subset of (wi, g)—E the

following is true:
1* _7 — Z I

°¢D vz/2p+w 6 B

* * 1,/2 2 Xdv7 v (v)n (v)Ju (UG) Z (v f2ß+@+lÜ)T•
D D D D,6

Proof. .
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7 w-lim 7Dw;*<B)7 = w-limf E dA
D -+ -+6+06+0X0

B B · 0<p>,¤

First we notice that by theorem .5.4 the expression

Z <A+ie)7 has continuous boundary values as 6 goes to
D<ß),6

0+. Next we look at 3 possible kinds o$ terms that appear

in the above sum.
1) D is not equal to D<ß). we will prove that this

term goes to zero. Take $ 6 L2<XD) and g 6 L2<X). Denote

J + 0 +
>‘/2 · »· · · >@7 7 1 and PB<U„. Z <A+i6 ig tn g1<A.. Note

D ‘ D(ß),6
that $1 and g1(A) belong toandresp.

we can estimate

X PB 0<p>,a *
-15 (n)_

1/2 — _ -1. _where $1 _—<6) (A+i6 T ) + and,•; OC 1
gl E<A)=<e)1/2<A+i6-TB)—1g1<A). Now using the continuity o$

!

g1(A) in A and a standard argument involving Stone’s

$ormula we prove that the integral o$ the right hand side

is uni$ormly bounded as 6 goes to 0+. Next we will prove

that the integrand goes to zero pointwise. we estimate

6(+1<A+a6—Td>"<1+i6-Tß>'1g1<x>)
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+ HE@<KP>+1’€HH<1—Eß<KP)>g1,€<})H

where KP is the set of those x 6 R which satisfy |x—}|<r.
Now note that (1-Ed<KP))¥1’E goes to zero, and Em<KP)¥1,€

1/2 -1f2 -goes to (np) (v<})) ’ n <vu<}))+1. Moreover by some
D

abuse of notation we can write that Em<KP)Eß<KP)¥1’€ goes
to EBCKP)vD(vm<A))f1 as 6: goes to 0+. Since Tu—Tß has a
zero kernel this term goes. to zero as r~ goes. to zero.

Similar statements are true about the terms involving gi.

This proves that the whole studied expression goes to zero

as 6 goes to 0+.

2) D= D<B) and u is chfferent than B. This term is

zero because PNPB = 0.
3) m = B. Lemma 6.11 shows that in this case we have

6+0+ D
B 6¢D<B)

X <1—a6—T>"PB6 0<0>,6
= I Z d<v2/2p+w)

v2/2p+w 6 B 6¢D

X0
0 0 “ 0,6

= E I dv
°¢D v2/2p+w 6 B
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X 6 6 0E0.
D D D D,6

Proof of theorem 6.6. Let f 6 D(X > and g 6 L2. Then
D

(7 >—1f
6 L2(X >; so by lemma 6.13 we see that

D D

I dv(M (v>f,M
6 B D D

“
* IJ2 . 2. .= E dv M (v>f M (v>J (U_) Z (v /2p+w+iÜ>~gqf L 0 ” 0 “

* Ü,G * )
°¢D v‘/2p+w6B

we can easily check that the space of functions on B of the

form v -4 M (v>f where f 6 O(X > is dense in
D " D

L2(B,L2(Sd_1,dm)>. 066666666tiX

dvMD
D,6

6¢D

for almost all v. Since our Hilbert space is separable
also

6v6 <X>J*<vD“ 6 D,c
c¢D

holds for almost all v. DED.

Proposition 6.14. Suppose all the assumptions from the
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lemma 6.13 hold. Then
_ i . is

E£B>Proof. It suffices to prove that

7E<B>v =

TgApplyfirst the Stone formula and then theorem 6.4.

7E(B>7 = s-lim6+0+
B

€+Ü+ D<m>,c
B 6¢D(m> 6’¢D<«’)

- -1 - -1 1/2 -x <A+•6—T ) (A-•6—T ,) P ,<U ,)

2Nowwe repeat the argument from lemma 6.13 that shows

that all the terms with DCu>=D<m’> or m=u’ vanish.

Therefore we get

5“llmfEB
6,6/¢D(d)

, . -1 1/2 -x n1—i'—T ) P (U ,) Z <ä+i6>7° “ “
° o<«>,6/

Now we use lemma 6.11 and theorem 6.6 to obtain

dv
vz/2p+o 6 B G,6”¢Ü(ü)
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(v)n (v)
D<m>,o D(«> D(u>

1/2 2 -x 2 (v /2u+w+1e)7
D<¤),6’

= I E dv7w;n* (v>wD(m> D<«>v /2p+w € B
_ i . xx—

E 7.

QED.

The above proposition immediately implies theorem 6.7

when we notice that the set E is closed and of measure

zero.

Proof of theorem 6.8. The first term of Tm“,<2> causes
no problems. The second one is taken care of by lemma 6.12.

QED.



7. Threshold singularities of the 2-cluster—2-cluster

amplitudes above the lowest 3—cluster threshold.

Unlike in previous chapters, in this one we have to

use the dilation analyticity technique. So first let us

introduce a family of unitary operators on L2(Rd) defined

by

(F(&)f)(x) = exp(d9/2)f(exp(&)x).

Assumption 7.1. The potentials UEJ can be factored

- (1) (2) -into wij wij such that for some c>U and 7>U
r·:e>u§}’r<—»~:+><p‘J·°>°‘<1—z:».‘~‘>’V2 extend to anaiytac
families in |Im&|<7 with values in bounded operators.

The above assumption is a kind of a unification of the

dilation analyticity condition (see [BC] and [RS4]) and of

the condition of an exponential decay. It appeared before

in a similar situation in [Ha2}, [HS] and [Sig4]. For

simplicity we will conduct parts of our reasoning under a

stronger assumption.

Assumption 7.2. For some c>0 and 7>0

F(&)UiJF(—9)(piJ*2C)_1 extends to an analytic family in
|Im&|<7 with values in Lw.

It is easy to extend our proof to cover singular

47
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potentals satisfying assumption 7.1 by following the ideas

of chapter 5.
l

In this chapter PD will mean the projection onto the

· D
point spectrum of H .

Now we state the main theorem of this chapter.

R
Theorem 7.3. Suppose assumption 7.1 holds. Fix two

channels ¢ü and ¢B that correspond to 2-cluster

decompositions Dfub and D(ß> respectively. Assume that the

threshold energies wu and wg that correspond to these

channels do not coincide with thresholds of HD( and
H respectively. Then the following is true.

ü

D<e>

a) The scatteringamplitudeexists
and can be extended to a meromorphic function of z

in a neighborhood of the real axis outside the thresholds

of H.

b) If w is a 2-cluster threshold which does not

coincide with a more-than 2-cluster threshold and d is odd

then can be extended to a meromorphic
function of z in a neighborhood of w on the Riemann surface

of <z-w>1f2. If d is even then the same is true except that

log<z-w> replaces (Z'w)1/2.

Remark 7.4.a) The result a) has been known before (see

[HS] and [Sig4]>.
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D) If we are interested just in the existence of the

2—cluster—2—cluster amplitude we do not need to assume

either the dilation analyticity or the exponential decay of

the potentials. Instead we can apply the results of [PS3]

and get the existence for a much wider class, of

potentials.

Nmv we present the main facts used in the proof of

theorem 7.3. Unless stated otherwise we will suppose

assumption 7.1 to be true.

Theorem 7.5. <Balslev and Combes, see [BC] or [R34}>

F<&)HDF<-9) defined for real G can be extended to an
analytic family for |Im9|<7. Let us denote this family by

HD<$). The continuous spectrum of HD<%> is equal to
U w- + exp<29>R

where wi runs over the set of all the thresholds of HD.

By R(&,z>, ¢«<&>, etc we will denote the unique

analytic continuation of etc.

Lemma 7.6. Suppose the channel ¢m corresponds to the

Düml
threshold wm and wu is not a threshold of H . Then for
some a}Ü and 7’}0 the vector (pD(ü)’a}—1¢üC8> belongs to
L2 uniformly for |ImB|<v’.
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Proof. 8ee theorem XII.41 of [RS4]. DED.

The next lemma follows easily by the standard dilation

analyticity techniques (see [BC] and [R84]).

Lemma 7.7. Suppose 0<Im8<7. Let w be a 2—cluster

threshold that does not coincide with a more—than-2—cluster

threshold. Then

a) w is isolated in the set of the thresholds of H,

b) the functions R (8,2)(1-P (8)) and R (8,2) forD, D, DK

k>2 are analytic in 2 in a neighborhood of w.

Lemma 7.8. Under the same assumptions as above if b>D

and d is odd the operator valued function

.•
- .p

‘
R (8,2)P (8)p defined for all 2 in aD2 D,

neighborhood of w except for the cut w + exp(28)R+ can be

extended analytically onto a neighborhood of w on the

Riemann surface of the function (2—w)1/2. If d is even the

same is true except that log(z—w) replaces (2—w)1/2.

‘ Proof. Note that ·

R <6,z>R <6> =2D2D2 ¤<«>=o2 D2
where PN is the projection corresponding to a channel m and

wm -— its respective threshold. In the above sum all the
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terms with wm ¢ w are analytic around w. The terms with wm
= w are treated as in lemma 3.7. QED.

Proof of theorem 2.3. we are only going to outline the

argument since its basic ingredients are already given in

detail in chapter 3 and [H3].

we use the formula for tm? and equation 3.3 and get:
(

lim6-+0 ‘ D(¤>

+ c<1+s€>]pp"<v-v .>¢ <¤„>).0<6> B ^

The first term on the right hand side is easy to handle; we

will concentrate on the second one. we fix 6>0. The

function

G—+(p-1<G><U<&>—U <9>>¢m<&,k1>,
D<m>

p(9>[A(&,A+i6><1—M<&,l+i6))-1B<6,2+i6> + C<&,%+i6>]p£9>

xD<p> ”

does not depend on 9 for G real and is analytic for |Im6| <

7; consequently it does not depend on 6 at all. Now fix G

with |ImÜ|<T. Suppose for simplicity that assumption 7.2

holds. By lemmas 7.6, 7.7 and 7.3 and methods from chapter

3 and
4,Dfu)

M<8,}+i€), 3<B,%+i6)p<B>, p<&)C<8,ä+i6>p<B> and
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can be extended to analytic

functions on a ieighoorhood of w on the Riemann surface of

either (2-w>_1 or log(z—wD. Now we apply the analytic

Fredholm theorem to the term (1-M<B,A+ie>>_1, which

completes our proof. QED.
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EXISTENCE AND ANALYTICITY

OF MANY BODY SCATTERING AMPLITUDE3

AT LON ENERGIE5

bY

Jan Derezinski

Committee Chairman: George Hagedorn

Mathematics

(Abstract)

we study elastic and inelastic (2 cluster) - (2

cluster) scattering amplitudes for N—body quantum systems.

For potentials falling o¥¥ like
r—1_€

we proue that below

the lowest 3—cluster threshold these amplitudes exist, are

continuous and that asymptotic completeness holds.

Moreouer, if potentials fall o¥¥ exponentiall>· we proue

that these amplitudes can be meromorphically continued in

the energy, with square root branch points at the 2 cluster

thresholds.


